








1 Stands for English

2 Stands for Chinese



9.1 How to add additional sensors (learning code)?

Tips: one zone work with one learning code sensor.

Firstly, please make sure the data code is 1001, and then short press 
the learning code on the panel, trigger the PIR motion sensor to 
activate alarm panel. The learned sensor will be added one by one.

Note: 
please confirm the 4 data codes 
D3, D2, D1,D0 is 1001. 

4 data code

Jumper

Short press “learning button” on the panel.

D3
D2

D1
D0

Step 1:

Check the status of wireless signal LED indicator

Wireless signal LED 
indicator

Learning button

(Please note that the wireless signal light is on after short 

pressing it, and off light after adding to the panel successfully.



Step 1: 
make sure the data code is 1001

Step 2: 
Short press the learning button on the panel.

Step 3: 
Separate the transmitter and magnetic beyond 15mm distance to 
make panel receive the signal from door sensor.

Step 4: Test
Press     and      on remote control, trigger door sensor to make it 
alarm.(If panel activate, it means adding successfully. And if not, 
please try again above steps.)

Step 2:
Trigger the PIR motion sensor to make it activate alarm panel 
within 15s, if adding successfully, the wireless LED indicator will 
light off.(see above image)

Step 3:
Test the PIR sensor to ensure it has paired with alarm panel. Press    
       and      on remote control, trigger PIR motion sensor to make it 
alarm.(If panel activate, it means adding successfully. And if not, 
please try again above steps.)

Press arm & emergency button

Transmitter



Remark:
If your sensor is PT 2262 (fixed code), 
you can adjust the data bits of A7 to A0 
to make it work with alarm panel.

How to adjust: 
Please adjust the pins from A7, A6, A5, 
A4...A0 with jumpers or adjust the DIP-
switch, so that the sensor can be 
recognized by alarm panel. Please note 
that it’s not allow to keep the same pin 
codes or blank code
.
For example as below:

You will see 2 capitalized worlds L & H on the PCB board of 

the sensor, connecting L & middle pin means low data bit 0, 

and connecting H & middle pin means high data bit 1, no 

connection any pins mean 2.

Jumper
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